
CLASS-2   

SUBJECT- ENGLISH LANGUAGE (WORKSHEET)  

LESSON-7 

TOPIC- BEING VERBS  

SUMMARY-  

Verbs are words that show actions,motions,doing or states of being.They can also demonstrate how 

someone feels.Verbs are an absolutely necessary part of sentences.A sentence cannot work without 

an action verb.  

Examples for simple action words:-  

1.walk. 

2.sit. 

3.run. 

4.write. 

5.play. 

A Verb is a word which says something. All saying or doing words are called Verbs. The words 

is,are, am,was,were are all helping verbs. 

The words is,am and are tell us how people or things are now. 

The words was and were tell us how people, animals or things were in the past. 

Was and were are also called as being verbs.  

 

 

 

Q1.Complete the sentence using the verbs from above:- Went,stood, 

sang,writes,eat,have  

1.I ___ an apple everyday.  

2.Let's ____ some ice- cream.  

3.We ___ still for our picture.  

4.Tim ____ letters to his cousin.  

5.We ___ to the playground after school.  

6.The singer ___ a sad song.  

Q2.Find verbs in the following sentences:-  

1.She ran across the bridge.   



2.The sun rises from  the east.  

3.Mom got a new pair of shoes.  

4.Ted is watching a movie.  

5.It was cold yesterday.   

6.Suman lives in the blue house.   

Q3.Choose the right word from those in the brackets and underline it:-  

1.The bell (talks,rings,dances)  

2.Ships(floats,swim,sail) across.   

3.Birds (break,paint,build) nests.  

4.Aeroplanes(walk,run,fly)very fast.  

5.Tom is(running, climbing, walking) a tree.  

6.Rivers (swim,float,flow) into the sea.  

Q4.Fill in the blanks with is,am or are:- 

1.Elephants _____ large animals. 

 2.Tim and Tina____ married.  

3.It __ cold. 

4.I ___ going to the zoo. 

5.A rose ___ a flower. 

6.These cakes ____ stale. 

 

Q5.Choose (was/were )and fill in the blanks:- 

 

1.Their babies ______ happy.(was/were) 

2.What _____ you doing?(was/were) 

3.The socks _____ torn.(were/was) 

4.The horse _____ in the stable.(were/was) 

5.Rahul ____ late for breakfast.(was/were) 

6.He ____ working hard.(was/were) 

 

 

TEXTBOOK EXERCISES:- 

Pg no.-36(warm up exercises) 

Pg no-37-ex-A,B 

Pg no-38 -ex-B 

Pg no -39-ex-C 

Pg no-40- ex-D,E. 


